
Heat transfer (or heat) is thermal energy in transit due to a spatial temperature difference.



Data:
Fir: L=5cm , k=0.12 W/mK

Al: L=1cm, k=237 W/mK

Lead: L=1cm, k=35 W/mK

Corkboard: L=6cm, k=0.04 W/mK

Boundary conditions
TA = 60 °C , TB=10 °C

Fir Al Lead Cork

TA = 60 °C

TB=10 °C



For the thermal conductivity, use 
the mean temperature:

(60+10)/2 °C = 35 °C



1. Integration of the Conduction 
Equation

∂T/∂t=0
∂2T/∂x2=0  ⇒ linear temperature profile

You can integrate the equation in a 
homogenous domain.

T=Ax+B
dT/dx=ΔT/L

q=-kdT/dx=-k·ΔT/L

qi=-ki·ΔTi/Li

Li/ki·qi=-ΔTi

Where i is a single layer of a 
defined material

2. Application of the Energy Conservation

Conservation of energy requires that the steady 
heat fluxes through all the slabs must the 
same.

qi-1=qi=qi+1

Doing the sum of the Fourier equation for all 
the elements:

∑Li/ki·qi=-∑ΔTi

q∑Li/ki=-∑ΔTi

q=-∑ΔTi/∑Li/ki

The heat flux is:

q=26 W/m2



Thermal Resistance per unit area [m2K/W] - R

Fir: 0.417;   Al: 4.22e-5;    Lead: 2.86e-4;   Cork: 1.50

Total Specific Thermal Resistance = 1.92

Using the following equation for each 
layer, all the temperature drops are 
obtained.

Li/ki·qi=-ΔTi

Temperature Drop [K] - ΔT

Fir: 10.8;   Al: 1.10e-3;    Lead: 7.44e-3;   Cork: 39.0

Fir Al Lead Cork

TA = 60 °C

TB=10 °C

T

x

3. Calculation of the temperature drops in each layer



The minus sign in the Fourier equation

The minus sign appearing in the Fourier 
equation comes from the convention that 
energy going into a system is positive.

Convention means that it is an arbitrary 
choice, like it is an arbitrary choice the 
reference system (spatial and temporal).

The advice proposed here is to check the 
reference system and the slope of the 
temperature profile

q=-k∂T/∂x Fir Al Lead Cork

TA = 60 °C

TB=10 °C

T

x



Data:
D = 2.5 cm ; T = 40 °C

k = 398 W/mK ;       
      
ρ=8954 kg/m3; c = 384 J/kgK;

Boundary conditions
Tair= 0 °C ; h = 15 W/m2K

Tair = 0 °C
Tsphere = 40 °C



The thermophysical properties, like density, specific 
heat and thermal conductivity, are a function of the 
temperature.

For the maximum accuracy, one can solve the equation 
with a guess value for the temperature, then proceeding 
with an iterative method.

Even more accurate are the numerical methods.

For the purpose of solving a pen-and-paper problem, a 
mean value of the temperature is sufficient to determine 
the thermophysical properties.

If a value of temperature is not provided in the table, a 
linear interpolation can be used.



1. Calculation of the Biot Number

Bi = V/A · hfluid / ksolid

V=4/3πR3
A=4πR2

Bi = R/3 · hfluid / ksolid = 1.57e-4 << 0.01

The Biot Number is the ratio between 
the conductive and convective 
resistances. When the convective 
resistance is much greater than the 
conductive one, the temperature 
gradients of the solid body can be 
neglected.

2. Integration of the Energy Balance



Time Constant [s] - 

 = ρcR/3h = 955
Time [s] Temperature [°C]

14.7

2 5.41

3 1.99

4 0.733

5 0.270

T(t) = Tair+(Ti-Tair)exp(-t/ )



Data:
D = 4 cm ; k = 242 W/mK
ρ=2707 kg/m3; c = 905 J/kgK;
Ts = 30 °C (Initial Condition)
Sphere and surrounding = black bodies

Boundary conditions
Tfinal= 30 K
Tsurrounding = 0 K

Tsurrounding = 0 K

Tsphere = 303 K



For the thermal conductivity, use the 
mean temperature during the transient

(303+30)/2 K = 166.5 K = -108.5 °C

For the density and the specific heat, 
usually there is no significant variation 
with the temperature.



It is possible to define an radiation heat 
transfer coefficient (hr) for the radiation.

q= σ
(T4

sphere-T
4

surrounding)=h(Tsphere-Tsurrounding)

hr= σ(T2
sphere+T2

surrounding)(Tsphere+Tsurrounding)

In this case:

hr=σT3
sphere

So, the Biot number would be:

Bi=R/3·σT3
sphere /k

= 4.35e-5

1. Calculation of the Biot Number

dU/dt = Qnet

⍴cV dT/dt = σA(T4
sphere-T

4
surrounding)

dT/T4 = -σA/⍴cV dt

Integrating the energy balance with the limits 
of integration [Ti, T], [0, t]:

⅓ (T-3 - Ti
-3) = σA/⍴cV·t

t = 3.55e6 s = 987 hours = 41 days 
= 5.86 weeks

2. Integration of the Energy Balance


